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Phrases Meaning Sentences 

Action speak louder than the 
words 

Believe in what people do and 
not on what people say 

Ravi, though a shy boy, has 
shown by his work that 

actions speak louder than the 
words. 

Get out of hand Get out of control The workers agitation is going 
out of hands. 

Hit the sack Go to sleep He was so tired after the 
match, that after coming back 

he just the hit sack. 

Words Meaning Sentences 

aggressive Hostile His family members always 
condemn his aggressive 

behavior. 

anticipate Expect He anticipated that India 
would win the match. 

cognitive Relating to thoughts His cognitive ideas have 
helped the company reached 

it’s heights. 

defendant Accused party The defendant produced 
strong evidence in the court 
to make his case stronger. 

mortgage Loan agreement secured by 
party 

He has given his house as 
mortgage for securing the 

loan taken for the business. 

negotiation Resolving of disagreements The two parties reached a 
compromise after a lengthy 

negotiation process. 

panel Group of judges or speakers The opinion of the panel of 
judges was sought to arrive at 

a neutral solution. 

Preserve Make sure that something 
lasts 

Mankind should stop cutting 
trees to preserve the natural 

habitats of animals. 

Recommend Suggest something The dentist recommended the 
patient to use gargle to 

control bad breath. 

seize Take hold of something The government seized the 
factory after someone 

complained about the illegal 
activities carried out there. 



 

Make a long story short Tell something briefly The teacher has such a nice 
strategy of making a long 
story short that students 

never get bore. 

No pain, no gain Nothing can be achieved 
without hard work 

The students have to work 
very hard to achieve good 

grades as no pain, no gains. 

Pull someone’s leg To do joke with someone Ravi is such an irritating 
person that he is always 
pulling someone’s leg. 

To make matters worse Problem gets worse With the ongoing terrorist 
attacks from Pakistan the 
matters are getting worse. 

Go on a wild goose chase Do a pointless mission He is not a worth full 
employee, he is always on a 

wild goose chase. 

Its piece of cake Very easy It’s like a piece of cake for 
Usha to clean the house 

Its raining cats and dogs Raining very heavily The students have not come 
for the classes as it is raining 
cats and dogs since morning. 

 

 

Weekly vocabulary 

Words Meaning sentences 

Decruitment Downsizing a company Due to recurring losses the 
Real Estate companies are in 
the process of decruitment. 

Elancer A professional person who works from 
home and provides services on the 

internet. 

After my friend left the job as 
a corporate trainer due to 

family responsibilities she has 
been working as a full time 
elancer with a renowned 

firm. 

Fracking A method of extracting oil or natural 
gas 

Fracking is widely carried out 
by oil producing companies in 

the of-shore areas. 

Geek A person obsessively concentrated on 
particular interest especially new 

technological devices 

My brother has keen interest 
in new developments in the 

android phone industry, he is 
such a geek. 



 

Impactful Having a great Impact or effect Demonetization was an 
impactful weapon used by 
PM against black money. 

Off shorable Something that can be done or 
produced at low cost in another country 

These days many parts of 
large and complex devices 

are produced off-shore so as 
to reduce the cost of 

production. 

Phablet Large smartphones which can be used 
like tablet computer 

Now a days people are using 
phablets so as to handle 

documentation and 
communication with a single 

device. 

Trashion Fashionable items created from old 
used and recycled elements 

Today’s designers are 
innovatively creating many 
trashions that are creating 

waves in the industry. 

Webinar Presentation or seminar conducted 
over web 

Due to increasing 
globalization of business 
most of the meetings are 

held through webinar. 

Acrobranching An adventure sport involving 
acrobactics 

My sister has an athletic 
body, so she is now a day’s 

engaging in learning 
acrobranching. 
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